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Editorial
by Rupak Ganguly
CMS, Christopher talks about converting an existing Rails
application to Refinery CMS.
Rupak Ganguly lives in the
Greater Atlanta area of Georgia
with his lovely wife and 2 kids.
Rupak has a lot of experience in
architecting, designing and
building web & windows
applications. He believes in
simple and effective design. Most of the 17+ years
of his experience has gone into working with
Microsoft technologies. He currently works as a
Solution Architect for a big computer firm and
enjoys working with cutting edge technologies
including ASP.NET, WPF and Silverlight. He has
also co-authored a book on ASP.NET Custom
Controls.
After falling in love with Ruby on Rails in 2005,
he never looked back. Rupak has been blogging
about Ruby on Rails and freelancing on Ruby on
Rails projects ever since. When Rupak is not
coding, he is tinkering with some gadget, blogging,
reading or having fun with his family.
You can reach him at rupakg /at/ gmail.com or
follow him on Twitter as rupakg.

True to our intent of releasing newer editions of our
magazine at a more frequent pace, we are happy to bring to
you this new edition, packed with insightful articles covering
the Rails landscape.
In this issue, we start with an article about auditing, where
Mihai and Gabriel Târnovan, talk about various auditing
plugins that are available and go on to describe a simple yet
effective audit solution for Rails applications.
Next up, we cover a relatively new Rails-based content
management system (CMS) - Refinery, by bringing you two
excellent in-depth articles by Christopher W. Lehman and
David Jones. While David gives us an overview of Refinery

In our ongoing efforts to feature articles that cover
interesting projects, Dave Reynolds, talks about Hobo - a
framework on top of Rails, that makes creating Rails
applications easier and faster. The goal of the project is to
"write less code" yet staying flexible.
Although the platform of choice for Rails development is
either Mac or *nix systems, there are a lot of developers using
Windows for Rails development. There are a lot of challenges
and hurdles to make things work as expected on Windows
and Victor Thiago in his article takes beginners step-by-step
through the process of setting up Ruby on Rails on a Windows
platform.
On a more less talked about topic of security in Ruby on
Rails platform, Richard Penwell, presents an article that shows
us how to use the various tools available to us to increase the
security of our data. He goes on to showcase his ideas via
several small and concise examples in Ruby.
We all have situations where we need to use the debugger
in our applications to figure out issues with our code. Stephen
Rycyk, introduces us to a whole new way to "examine" the
code without inserting debug statements in our code. In this
article he shows us how to use his nifty little Ruby module
called Examiner.
That is quite an ensemble of articles we have here for this
edition. We would like to get your feedback on areas you
want us to focus. So head on out and enjoy the read!
As a reminder to all our readers, we are constantly looking
for additional help to run the magazine. We would encourage
you to contact us if you are interested in joining our editorial
team.
We are also looking for contributions to the magazine in
form of articles, tips & tricks and Ruby/Rails event coverage.
Please be sure to contact us and we will pair you up with an
editor who can guide you through the whole process and help
you publish your content.
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An Overview of Refinery - a Rails CMS
by David Jones

David Jones created Refinery
CMS back in 2004 and is the
Technical Partner at Resolve
Digital, a Rails consulting firm
with offices in California and New Zealand.

• Awesome developer tools
Refinery makes it easy for developers to add
functionality and change the front end look and feel.
• Encourage and Help Others
Refinery has an active community on Google Groups
and IRC. If you ever have a question there is
someone able and willing to assist.

David also co-founded RefineryHQ.com, a fully
hosted version of Refinery that allows you to create
a site, customise your design and enter content all
from your browser.

Back in 2004 there weren't any suitable Rails CMS
options, so I created my own. Building site after site, I
eventually started to combine the common elements into a
project called mTools.
mTools was closed source for 5 years before being
renamed to Refinery CMS and released as open source in mid
2009.
On August 29th, 2010 — two days after Rails 3 was
released, Refinery announced full Rails 3 support, making it
the first popular CMS to support Rails 3.
At Resolve Digital we've now built over 70 sites using
Refinery and every time we sit down with the end user we
gather feedback and make it easier for them to use. It's this
feedback which has made Refinery different from other CMS
options available.
But the end user experience is only half the story. To have
a truly fantastic CMS, it needs to be a delight to the
programmer.
Refinery is based off a few key principles:
• "The Rails Way" where possible
Refinery embraces conventions used in Rails,
allowing any Rails programmer to leverage existing
knowledge to get up and running quickly.
• End user focused interface
Refinery's user interface is simple, bright and
attractive so end users feel invited and not
overwhelmed.
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What do you get out of the box?
• Page management
Manage site structure. Edit content using a
WYSIWYG editor.
• Image and file management
Upload and insert images. Store and manage files.
Use local storage or Amazon's S3.
• Contact form & inquiry management
Collect and manage inquiries from a contact form.
Automatically filters spam.
• User management
Set up multiple users and manage which areas they
can access.
• Plugins
Extend Refinery by creating Rails style engines using
the engine generator.
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• Settings
Manage site settings such as your site name and
Google Analytics tracking code.
• I18n Translations
English, Danish, German, Spanish, French, Italian,
Dutch, Norwegian Bokmål, Portuguese and
Slovenian.

Installation
First you'll need to install the bundler and refinerycms
gems:
gem install bundler
gem install refinerycms

rails generate refinery_engine singular_model_name
attribute:type [attribute:type ...]

Example: Products Engine
In this example, we're going to generate a new engine that
will let us manage products. Each product will have a title,
description, image and downloadable brochure. To create this
new engine, at your application root run:
rails generate refinery_engine product title:string
description:text image:image brochure:resource
bundle install
rake db:migrate

Finally, restart your web server if it is already running.
Next create your Refinery project. This will create your
database, install any required gems and set up a standard Rails
app with Refinery included:
refinerycms path/to/project

This single command will generate a new engine located
at vendor/engines/products with all of the necessary backend
views and some basic front end views. It even makes a
customised form for adding and editing products, based on
the field types specified which looks like this:

Note this will by default setup your application with a
SQLite database. The refinerycms command also supports -database which allows you to specify mysql, postgresql or
sqlite3. Here's an example of Refinery being setup with
MySQL
refinerycms path/to/project --database mysql

Finally, start your web server:
cd path/to/project
rails server

Visit: http://localhost:3000 in your browser to set up your
first Refinery user.
Having Problems? Watch the "How to Install Refinery"
screencast (http://tutorials.refinerycms.org/tutorials/how-toinstall-refinery).
Just want to have a play? Check out the demo site at
http://demo.refinerycms.com/refinery

You can see that out of the box a new tab called "Products"
has been added for the end user to manage their products.
Multiline text fields automatically use the visual editor.

Extending Refinery with Engines

Refinery Plugin Generator Field Types

Refinery ships with an engine generator that makes adding
your own functionality a breeze. It works just like the Rails
scaffold generator.

•
•
•
•

text - multiline text area with a visual editor
image - link to an image picker dialogue
resource - link to a resource picker dialogue
string and integer - standard one line input box
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• datetime, date and time - standard time and date
drop downs

Each of these Refinery engines are very similar to the
product engine above.

Now that our products engine is up and running, let's go a
little deeper to see how an engine actually works.

Crudify: The Backbone of Refinery Engines

The Anatomy of a Refinery Engine

Any Refinery engine, even the built-in ones, that focus on
Create, Read, Update and Delete are driven by crudify.
Crudify is a highly reusable module included with Refinery
that gives you all the standard CRUD actions as well as
reordering, searching and paging.

Think of a Refinery engine as a mini Rails application
running in your vendor/engines directory. Each engine
specifies its own routes in the config directory and has its own
views and controllers in its own app directory. Engines can
even serve up their own images, stylesheets and javascripts
from the engines public directory.

products
|- app
|
|- controllers
|
|
|- admin
|
|
|
|- products_controller.rb
|
|
|- products_controller.rb
|
|- models
|
|
|- product.rb
|
|- views
|
|- products
|
|
|- index.html.erb
|
|
|- show.html.erb
|
|- admin
|
|- products
|
|- _form.html.erb
|
|- _product.html.erb
|
|- _sortable_list.html.erb
|
|- edit.html.erb
|
|- index.html.erb
|
|- new.html.erb
|- config
|
|- routes.rb
|
|- locales
|
|- en.yml
|- lib
|- products.rb

Engines That Come With Refinery
The Refinery project itself is actually broken up into 7
engines:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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authentication
core
dashboard
images
pages
resources
settings

If we take our products engine and look at the
Admin::ProductsController. It looks like:
class Admin::ProductsController <
ApplicationController
crudify :products
end

Most of the time crudify's defaults are bang on, but if you
need to, you can easily customise how it works.
Let's just say we wanted to create a news engine. We'll
want to order by date not position. We'll want to add the
ability to make draft posts and they won't be sortable because
they will order by date. Here's how you'd specify that:
class NewsItemsController < ApplicationController
crudify :news_item, :order => "created_at DESC",
:conditions => 'draft = false',
:sortable => false
end

Customising The Front End
One of Refinery's key principles is 'The Rails Way' where
possible. This means as a Rails developer, Refinery tries to use
every bit of knowledge you already have.
This principle is apparent with how you customise the
front end. To do this you use regular ERB views in app/views,
exactly how you would customise the front end of any Rails
applicaiton.

Customising How Pages Are Displayed
When a Page is rendered in Refinery, the @page variable is
available to use in your view.
Pages have what's called "Page Parts". A "Page Part" is a
single piece of content linked to this page. By default pages
come with two page parts, "Body" and "Side Body". You can
easily add more parts if you need to all pages by default of
individual pages (follow this tutorial for instructions:
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http://tutorials.refinerycms.org/tutorials/how-to-change-thedefault-and-individual-page-parts)
Here's an example of pages/show.html.erb using the
@page instance variable and rendering its body and side_body
content:

Gemfile
gem 'refinerycms', '= 0.9.8'

Next run bundler to install this new version

app/views/pages/show.html.erb
bundle install
<div id='body_content'>
<h1 id='body_content_page_title'>
<%= @page.title %>
</h1>
<div id='body_content_left'>
<%= @page[:body] %>
</div>
<div id='body_content_right'>
<%= render :partial => "/shared/random_fact" %>
<%= @page[:side_body] %>
</div>
</div>

Using the two page parts like this is quite common so
Refinery provides you with a partial called content_page
which gives you the same basic view. This partial is usually all
you need. With content_page the view above can be replaced
with:
app/views/pages/show.html.erb using content_page

partial
<% content_for :body_content_right do %>
<%= render :partial => "/shared/random_fact" %>
<%= @page[:side_body] %>
<% end %>
<%= render :partial => "/shared/content_page" %>

You can use content_for :body_content_right or
:body_content_left to customise what goes into those
sections. In this case we only need to set the right body
content because it's the only non-standard item in the view
above.

Tips and Tricks
Updating to the Latest Version of Refinery
Commits to Refinery occur daily and minor releases often
come out weekly so keeping your app up to date is very
beneficial. Updates provide new features and bug fixes and
are usually safe to use as we strive to maintain backward
compatibility.
Updating your existing Refinery application is easy. First
edit your Gemfile to reflect the latest version of Refinery (the
latest version number can be found at rubygems.org/gems/
refinerycms):

And finally run the Refinery update rake task to pull in the
latest migrations
rake refinery:update

Setting Up Google Analytics
Default Refinery layouts have Google Analytics support
built in. To start using Google Analytics on your site all you
need to do is go into the "Settings" area and edit the setting
called "Analytics Page Code". Replace "UA-XXXXXX-X" with
your Google Analytics code to get up and running.

Deploying on Heroku
First follow the Refinery installation instructions above.
Next go to http://heroku.com/ and click "sign up" for a free
account.
Now you've got a Heroku account, install the Heroku gem
and provide your account credentials:
gem install heroku
heroku list

Now it's time to create your Refinery application using the
built in --heroku option
refinerycms myapp --heroku

Watch the output for these lines
Creating Heroku app..
Running: cd /path/to/app/myapp && heroku
create
Creating random-site-name..... done
Created http://random-site-name.heroku.com/

This will output the URL for your Heroku hosted Refinery
application. Your application should now be live at
http://random-site-name.heroku.com
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Adding Amazon S3 Support

Thumbnail Examples

Create a bucket called my_app_production and
uncomment this line in your Gemfile:

Scale this product image to fit inside a 500x500 box but
maintain the proportions.

gem 'aws-s3'

<%= image_fu(@product.image, "500x500") %>
#=> <img src='/path/to/image/beanie_front.jpg'
width='500' height='400'/>

Next tell Heroku about your new S3 bucket.
heroku config:add S3_KEY=123key
S3_SECRET=456secret
S3_BUCKET=my_app_production

That's it! Heroku will restart your site and it should be live
with S3 support.
Not working? Read the detailed tutorial:
http://tutorials.refinerycms.org/tutorials/how-to-installrefinery-on-heroku

Scale and crop this product image to be exactly 400x300
pixels but maintain the proportions.
<%= image_fu(@product.image, "400x300#c") %>
#=> <img src='/path/to/image/beanie_front.jpg'
width='400' height='300'/>

Scale to exactly 200x200, skewing the proportions.
<%= image_fu(@product.image, "200x200!") %>
#=> <img src='/path/to/image/beanie_front.jpg'
width='200' height='200'/>

Generate Thumbnails On The Fly
image_fu is a built in helper that allows you to instantly
create thumbnails out of any image saved in Refinery.
Refinery uses Dragonfly (github.com/markevans/dragonfly)
which is an on the fly image server that serves an image up in
any size you request and then aggressively caches it.
image_fu also cleverly outputs the image dimensions on
the image tag to decrease browser rendering time and prevent
the page from "jumping" while loading.

Resources
Developer Site
http://refinerycms.com
GitHub Repository
http://github.com/resolve/refinerycms
Tutorials
http://tutorials.refinerycms.org
Google Group
http://group.refinerycms.org
IRC Channel
irc://irc.freenode.net/refinerycms
API Documentation
http://api.refinerycms.org
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Summary and the Future
Refinery is a great option for content managing your next
Rails site. It supports Rails 3, it's backed by Resolve Digital
(http://resolvedigital.com) and has a thriving community that
continuously improves the project.
It is currently at version 0.9.8 and will be releasing version
1.0 later this year. Be sure to go to http://github.com/resolve/
refinerycms and click "watch".

Converting A Rails Site to Refinery CMS
by Christopher W. Lehman

Chris Lehman has been a
semiconductor industry IT
Manager and Software Developer
for over twenty years at
companies such as IBM, Cypress Semiconductor
and Ford Microelectronics. He has watched the
industry grow from DEC mainframes to Sun SPARC
platforms to Open Source Linux on desktops, with
a lot of Microsoft products in between. He is
currently Technical Systems Manager at
Boomerang Lending, where he drives web site
development, the integration of the Ruby on Rails
framework with Rich Internet Applications and
general IT management.
Chris holds a Doctor of Computer Science
degree from Colorado Technical University
(Colorado Springs, Colorado) and a Bachelors
degree in Electrical Engineering from Northeastern
University (Boston, Massachusetts). His current
professional interests include Agile and Scrum
project management, LAN/WAN infrastructure
security, virtualization technologies, cloud
computing and creating web sites with Ruby on
Rails.

Introduction
Every e-commerce business must nail down three key
business issues: Trust, Reputation and Brand Name
Recognition. Trust and Reputation require time and
professional integrity – your organization either has it or it
doesn't, and that's largely out of your control. Brand Name
Recognition can be managed through advertising, Public
Relations campaigns, media coverage and through Search
Engine Optimization (SEO) and Pay Per Click campaigns, to
name just a few of the available strategies.
Although SEO is part science and part sorcery, we do
know that new content on your web site, updated often, can
significantly improve your site's search engine rankings.

Adding a new content page or a new landing page is pretty
easy in Rails, but do you really want your Marketing
Department to be doing that? I didn't think so. But that means
that the Development Team (that's you) is in the critical path
for content creation, which can be a serious issue if your SEO
person is on the ball and needs ten new pages deployed this
week, and by the way, I need six of them deployed tomorrow
to coincide with the launch of our new Press Release. Not a
good situation. What you need is a Content Management
System – a safe, independent way of letting your CEO and
Marketing crew add content to your site at will, without
impacting your development schedules. We looked at various
CMS implementations, and Refinery jumped out pretty quickly
since it was a Rails-based architecture and had a clean way of
adding SEO-aware pages to the site.
Going with Refinery was a good decision for us, and the
conversion of our web site is almost complete, so we would
like to share some of the discoveries that we made during the
conversion process.

Create a good set of tests before
you begin the conversion
You'll sleep better with a known good set of tests (at least
unit and functional) for your current web site before you begin
the conversion. The tests should migrate over to Refinery
without too many modifications (if any), assuming you don't
change the names of your controllers, models and views. The
Refinery folks seem to be using Cucumber, which is a good
choice, and which is where we want to be eventually as well.
For now, we're using the Test::Unit basics, with fixtures.

Customizing authentication can
be complex and time consuming
Refinery has a built-in authentication plugin, which takes
its foundation from Ben Johnson's Authlogic gem. This is a
great authentication tool, and it's well-documented, but it can
be complex, as there is a lot of session magic going on
beneath the surface. The authentication plugin is tightly
coupled to the admin backend of Refinery. If you will also
need non-admin user authentication for customers or other
people external to your organization, you will need to move
the user and session controllers and models into the main app
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area and modify the code from there. Take a look at naumav's
refinery_with_users fork on github as one example. Give
yourself some extra time to get this right, especially if you
have not used Authlogic before. If you have a multi-person
development team, you may want to designate someone to be
the local authentication guru.

Emulate your production web
server environment in your
development environment
The WEBrick server that comes with Rails is very
convenient, but you need to reproduce your production web
server environment in your development environment within
the first couple of weeks of the conversion process. I found
some subtle behavioral differences between WEBrick and
Apache / Passenger that would surface as I pushed
development code out to the production server; using the
same server configuration in both locations kept the surprises
to a minimum.

Determine which models will be
converted to plugins, and which
can be left alone
Not every model needs to be a plugin. For example, our
Notifier model, an extension of the ActionMailer class, does
not need any admin backend support, so we kept it in the
main app area of the site.

Models with associations should
be grouped as all plugins or as all
non-plugins
Consider the models you may have for a mortgage
company: users, loan applications and mortgage contracts.
The associations between the models may look something
like:
user :has_many loan_applications
user :has_one mortgage
mortgage :belongs_to loan_application
loan_application :belongs_to user

We found that it was cleaner to convert all models with
associations to Refinery plugins rather than scatter them
between the main app directory and the plugins directory,
even if a model did not necessarily need admin support from
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the backend. If none of your associated models require admin
functionality, then you can consider leaving them under the
main app folder as you normally would with a non-Refinery
Rails framework.

Use the power of themes
An intelligent use of themes will allow your design and
graphics teams to try various CSS styles during development.
Remember the Rails “Convention Over Configuration” mantra
- try to use the built-in page design elements that Refinery
already knows about. This still gives you a lot of flexibility, but
sticking with the built-in one or two column layouts in the
/pages hierarchy can keep the design portion of the
development cycle on schedule. Themes can also make it
possible to quickly spin off a clone of your current web site.
For example, given a mythical web site called www.buy-acar-in-colorado.biz, you decide to start marketing your
services in Nevada. You could pull a new git copy of the
current site, develop a completely new theme and use your
favorite IDE to replace all references to Colorado with
Nevada. Your backend admin functionality is already in
place, your models and controllers are already working, so
create your new databases, configure a web server, and
www.buy-a-car-in-nevada.biz is almost ready to go. You'll
probably be waiting for the design and graphics folks to catch
up with you, which is a great position to be in.

The built in editor can be quirky
The WYMeditor is widely used by a number of different
open source and proprietary applications, including Drupal,
Django and WordPress. We found it to be hard to use when
doing cut and paste operations from other editors. The HTML
mode seems to have a mind of its own, particularly when
using table tags; the positioning of table data would
sometimes change after an edit / save operation. The best
approach for us was to create the initial content in external
editor, and paste it into WYMeditor, and then do subsequent
edits from there. If your content will be relatively simple, you
will probably not notice anything amiss. Your non-HTMLaware content providers may need a WYMeditor jump start.

Caching in development mode
can be problematic
With RAILS_ENV set to “development”, your entire code
base is constantly being loaded. This is very convenient, but
we would experience strange program crashes on occasion.
This is not a total surprise, given that the Refinery architecture
consists of a significant amount of class inheritance and
module loading. You may need to set config.cache_classes =
true in config/environments/development.rb, and you may
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also need to activate the config.after_initialize block in the
same file. If you make these modifications, be sure to restart
your web server when testing new changes.

Conclusion

and port the code and database to the new site. Web design
and graphics (new logo, branding, messaging, etc) was
outsourced and was not included in the development
schedule. Our SEO and Marketing tactics will be greatly
enhanced with the addition of Refinery's “No Developer
Required” page content generation system.

Our new web site, www.boomeranglending.com will
launch on or before September 1st. It took about 6 weeks for
one developer (me) to go through the Refinery learning curve

Resources
http://cukes.info/
http://www.wymeditor.org/
http://github.com/binarylogic/authlogic
http://github.com/naumov/refinery_with_users/tree/
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Auditing plugin
by Mihai Târnovan and Gabriel Târnovan

Implementing Auditing with Rails
Mihai Târnovan is a partner at
Cubus Arts, http://cubus.ro/. He
found Ruby On Rails 5 years ago,
and he liked it so much that he
converted all his co-workers from
the worlds of Java and PHP. He is currently
interested in developing his company's SaaS
products for the romanian market, as well as
finding new ideas to implement and develop.
Mihai is interested in everything related to tech
entrepreneurship and spends too much time
reading Hacker News.
Contact at mihai.tarnovan[at]cubus.ro or
http://cubus.ro/

Gabriel Târnovan is a partner
at Cubus Arts, a web development
shop based in Sibiu, Romania
where he currently focuses on
becoming a Ruby on Rails ninja
and giving something back to the local
programmer community. At Cubus Arts he works
to deliver quality products, especially SaaS
solutions for the local market.
Contact at gabriel.tarnovan[at]cubus.ro or
http://cubus.ro/

Auditing is a broad term, but when talking about web
applications it usually refers to keeping track of who did what,
and when. Auditing changes in models is a common
requirement for web applications. For Rails there are several
solutions which provide this functionality. We'll be looking at
two of the best solutions available - acts_as_audit and
paper_trail - and introduce simple_audit, a straightforward
approach focusing on human readable audit trails.
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Implementing an auditing solution for ActiveRecord
models is pretty straightforward due to the many interception
points ActiveRecord provides in the lifecycle of a record with
callbacks, observers and cache sweepers. Every change to a
record can thus easily be tracked and stored in the database.
class AuditObserver < ActiveRecord::Observer
observe :person, :account
def after_update(record)
AuditTrail.new(record, "UPDATED")
end
end

As you can see, the problem with using observers is that
the user who performed the update is not accessible.
Sweepers don't have this problem, as they can access the
session through the controller, but they will only track
changes originating in controller actions. To work around this
problem when employing observers/callbacks, many solutions
use Thread.local to store the currently logged user, making
the data globally available.
There are two main approaches for storing the audited
records' changes:
• one additional audit table for each audited model;
audit tables will have the same structure as the
audited tables
• a single audit table for all audited models; tracked
changes are stored in a serialized form
Using the first approach allows one to issue database
queries directly on the audited attributes of a model; this can
not be done efficiently with a serialized form used by the
second approach.
The second approach is used more widely due its
flexibility:
• any number of models can be audited
• changes to the attributes of the audited models don't
require any updates to the audits table or to the
already audited changes
• database backups / exports can be managed easier
• smaller footprint - only the changed attributes can be
stored, not the entire record

Auditing plugin by Mihai Târnovan and Gabriel Târnovan
Versioning solutions are very similar to auditing solutions;
core functionality is basically the same. This is why versioning
systems are sometimes also employed for the auditing system
of an application or vice versa. See vestal_versions
(http://github.com/laserlemon/vestal_versions) for a solid
versioning solution.
When relying on ActiveRecord's hooks in the lifecycle of a
record to perform auditing, one should keep in mind that
some operations will not trigger callbacks and will have to be
audited separately. Such operations include direct queries to
the database, methods that don't instantiate the records like
ActiveRecord#delete_all, #update_all, updating counter
caches on associations, etc.

Other Auditing Solutions for Rails
acts_as_audit (http://github.com/collectiveidea/
acts_as_audited) is an established solution for auditing in
Rails, having been around since Rails 1.2. It stores each
change to a model's attributes in an audit table. The initial
value is also stored, making each audit entry self-contained.
One can specify which attributes should be audited; the
current_user method of the controller is used to get the acting
user. A list of versions is available for each audited records.
paper_trail (http://github.com/airblade/paper_trail) is a
good solution for both auditing and versioning your models.
Besides the functionality provided by acts_as_audited, it
allows you to store arbitrary controller-level information (e.g.
remote IP, user agent, etc) and also arbitrary model-level
metadata with each version. Metadata fields must have their
respective columns in the audits table; this allows audits to be
quickly filtered using SQL rather then deserializing all data
and then filtering it.

Keeping it simple: simple_audit

of a complex aggregation or on a composite record (see
aggregation vs composition - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Object_composition#Aggregation). Tracking changes on all
records in the database is required in certain situations, but it
gets complicated if one has to rebuild an aggregation of
several audited records just to display a readable audit log.
Let's look at an example:
class Person < ActiveRecord::Base
belongs_to :booking
has_one :address
end
class Room < ActiveRecord::Base
has_many :room_bookings
has_many :bookings, :through => :room_bookings
end
class RoomBooking < ActiveRecord::Base
belongs_to :room
belongs_to :booking
end
class Booking < ActiveRecord::Base
has_one :person
has_many :room_bookings
has_many :rooms, :through => :room_bookings
simple_audit do |booking|
# this is a human readable representation of
# the relevant attributes
{
:person => "#{booking.person.full_name}
#{booking.address.to_s}",
:housing_units =>
booking.rooms.collect(&:name).join('; '),
:arrival => booking.arrival, ...
# other relevant data
}
end
end

The audit trail generated by the supplied view helper will
look like this:

simple_audit (http://github.com/gtarnovan/simple_audit)
is an auditing solution for Rails primarily intended to be used
when the human readable representation of the changes is the
main reason for implementing the audit. It handles everything
from storing record changes to displaying a human readable
audit trail.
Many applications need auditing just to show to a
privileged user details about actions performed on the
database records. Versioning, storing all changed attributes especially database internal data like record ids - are not as
important as displaying a human readable activity feed in a
form that is easy to interpret.
simple_audit encourages the developer to generate a
readable representation of the relevant attributes of a model.
This is especially helpful when tracking changes on the parent
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In this context, changes made to booking records are
central to the application domain. RoomBooking and Person
records are relevant only in the context of a booking, therefore
auditing them separately would make little sense and would
require recomposing data from several audit entries just to
show a single change in a booking.
simple_audit works on Rails 2.3.x and Rails 3.

Future developments of simple_audit

Another planned development is auditing controller
actions. Not every action results in a change to the database,
but even such actions are sometimes worth tracking (e.g. login
& logout, searches, sending email, etc).
Tracking database updates and controller actions would
cover most auditing needs for web applications.
Integration of Aquarium AOP library
(http://aquarium.rubyforge.org/) to enable auditing of any
relevant method call will also be investigated.

Support for other ORMs is planned to be implemented
until end of november. This will include support for
DataMapper and MongoDB.

Resources
You can get simple_audit from its github page
http://github.com/gtarnovan/simple_audit
Aspect Oriented Programming with Aquarium
http://aquarium.rubyforge.org/

"Sibiu, Romania" by Camil Ghircoias
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Hobo - Making Application Development on Rails
Even Faster
by Dave Reynolds

Introduction
Dave Reynolds has been
coding since the Commodore 64/
Apple II days. He has his BSEE,
MSEE and MBA and spent the first decade of his
career living and working in Switzerland where he
earned his business degree and did a lot of skiing.
His background is in digital signal processing and
algorithms, but lately has become enamored with
web development.
After a successful career climbing the corporate
ladder from engineer, to manager to executive
management, Dave left his most recent position
overseeing an empire of almost 80 software
developers for a smaller team, using agile
development methodologies. Dave's current day
job is working at Aterrasys, a small startup doing
advanced research in location based mobile
applications and sensors for security and
intelligence applications. Kiwiluv is a vehicle for
him to stretch his entrepreneurial wings and build
some fun and interesting products using the latest
and greatest technologies.
In his spare time, Dave hangs out with his
family, skis, hikes, mountain bikes and is into
photography (the latest toy is a Canon 7D) and
travel.
Dave's Day Job: www.aterrasys.com
Kiwiluv: www.kiwluv.com

My work in web development started in the dark ages,
when ASP (not ASP.NET) was roaming the countryside killing
livestock and spaghetti code was intertwined with each web
page. Database access was sprinkled throughout the
application and could be implemented differently on each
page. It was truly a dark time with evil trolls lurking in the
code of most web sites.
Then the renaissance came in the form of Model View
Controller (MVC) web application frameworks such as Cake
and CodeIgniter for PHP and of course Rails in the Ruby
community. Not only did these cleanly separate presentation
from business logic and data access, but they provided so
much of the application skeletons that it was a breeze to
throw together a stable and decent looking web application.
I played with many of these frameworks and ultimately
gravitated to Rails. David Heinemeier Hansson’s video of
creating a blog in 15 minutes got me intrigued enough to give
it a shot. I was amazed how quickly you could put a web
application together with Rails. How could it possibly get any
faster?

Along Comes Hobo
I found Hobo quite by accident. I was actually exploring to
see if anyone had improved upon the scaffolding functions
provided by Rails. Of course, I found things like Active
Scaffold and a few others, but among the search results, there
was also this strange thing called Hobo.

The Kiwiluv Tech Blog: www.kiwiluv.com/
techblog

“What a stupid name!” I thought. But it caught my
attention and I felt I had to check it out.
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Rapid Development on Steroids
Hobo is a framework on top of a framework (Rails). Each
of them provides key pieces of application infrastructure.
While Rails gives you all the components and tools you need
to get something up and running quickly, Hobo adds to this so
you can get even more functionality even faster.
The downside with any framework is that if you try to
deviate from what the frameworks want you to do, you’re
paddling up a fast flowing stream. Hobo is no exception, but if
you’re willing to go with the flow you’ll have a very polished
application up and running in no time. Tom Locke makes the
following statement in the voluminous Hobo documentation:
”We’ve traded flexibility for reach, and boy is it a good trade.”
That’s what Hobo’s all about… you can go very far very
fast if you stick with its conventions. Rails is, after all,
opinionated software, and so is Hobo.

Hobo Test Drive
The best way to see what Hobo can do for you is to take it
for a spin. For my example, after much thought, I decided to
go with the most mundane and boring application example
imaginable. The dreaded To Do list.

Wow. Where did all this come from? Log in? Sign up?
Search? We didn’t even create a User model, let alone use an
authentication plugin like Authlogic or Devise. Hobo takes
care of that for you.
Hobo assumes that every application will have multiple
users and puts all of that piping in place. Hobo applies a
convention that the first person to register is granted
administrative privileges, so go ahead and create an admin
account. In fact, create a few accounts using the “Sign up”
link and play around.

Ready? Here goes. The following will install Hobo, which
comes as a gem (make sure you have a current version).
gem install hobo

Now to the real work… let’s create our To Do list app.
hobo boringtodolist
cd boringtodolist
script/generate hobo_model_resource todoitem
name:string duedate:date done:boolean
script/generate hobo_migration

When prompted, just hit ‘m’ to migrate now and accept
the default migration name. Ok, you’re done. Take a break…
it’s important to pace oneself in the perilous world web
application development.
So, you can see that this is not unlike creating a simple
Rails app and using scaffolding while generating your model.
However, Hobo has done much more behind the scenes. Fire
up the server and have a look.
script/server

When you bring this up on your browser
(http://localhost:3000 in most cases), here’s what you see:
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Notice the drop box in the upper left corner. Hobo allows
you to select a user, which completely bypasses the login
page. Is this a hideous security flaw? No. Hobo only makes
this control appear in development mode and it is disabled for
production deployment. This is a handy way to switch users
quickly for testing purposes.
When we created our application, we created a model
using hobo_model_resource called todoitem. This had a
simple string name, due date and done flag.
Another Hobo convention is that each of these models has
its own tab in the applications views. As a default, these are
not associated with specific users. Go ahead and create some
to-do items.

Hobo - Making Application Development on Rails Even Faster by Dave Reynolds

def view_permitted?(field)
true
end
end

Hobo did it’s best to choose controls for the data type we
defined. If you switch user, you’ll notice that all of the To-Do
items are still visible, so we have not established a
relationship between individual users and the To-Do items
which may be desirable and Hobo certainly allows you to do.

Running the migration again will reconcile these changes
with the database table, etc. You’ll notice that when you run a
Hobo migration you are prompted for various options. In this
case, select ‘m’ and use the default file name for the
migration. When in doubt, always go with the default, but
Hobo politely gives you the ability to give each migration it’s
own name, defer running it until later, etc. which can come in
handy at times.
script/generate hobo_migration

So, we’ve built have a fully functional (if somewhat dull)
to-do list manager which is multi-user, supports signup and
authentication, has reasonably attractive styles applied, etc.
and it took well under 5 minutes.

Now, if you refresh your browser while viewing a to-do
item, our new field is there.

Oops, Forgot Something
Hobo, like Rails, assumes that your application won’t have
a set of models which have been so thoroughly thought out
that they will be sufficient for all user needs through the end
of time. In our case, I forgot that we should have a priority
field. I like “High, Medium, Low” priorities, but to keep things
simple at the moment let’s just add a numerical priority to our
todoitem model. To do this, just open up your model file and
add the new fields.
class Todoitem < ActiveRecord::Base
hobo_model # Don't put anything above this
fields do
name
duedate
done
priority

:string
:date
:boolean
:integer # Here’s our new field
# that we carelessly forgot!
timestamps
end

# --- Permissions --- #
def create_permitted?
acting_user.administrator?
end
def update_permitted?
acting_user.administrator?
end
def destroy_permitted?
acting_user.administrator?
end

Simple!

Some Basic User Interface Tweaks
This has been easy so far. Hobo provides the facility to
highly customize the web pages it generates and goes so far as
to offer it’s own markup language called DRYML (more on
that later). For now, let’s stick with the basics.
Hobo has used the field names and model names verbatim
for the view labels. As a user, I’d rather see “New To Do Item”
instead of “New Todoitem” and would prefer “Due Date” to
“Duedate.”
If all you want to do is have different field names in your
view than the actual field name, Hobo provides an easy way
to do this. Each Hobo model, has a viewhints file in the
app/viewhints directory. Let’s see what damage we can
cause with this file.
In our example, we have only one model and our
corresponding viewhints file is called todoitem_hints.rb.
Here’s what it looks like.
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class TodoitemHints < Hobo::ViewHints
# model_name "My Model"
# field_names :field1 => "First Field",
#
:field2 => "Second Field"
# field_help :field1 => "Enter what you want in
this field"
# children :primary_collection1,
#
:aside_collection1, :aside_collection2
end

Nothing there but some instructions which seem pretty
clear.
Modifying the file accordingly results in a bit more human
readable field tags in our views.
class TodoitemHints < Hobo::ViewHints
# model_name "My Model"
# field_names :field1 => "First Field",
#
:field2 => "Second Field"
# field_help :field1 => "Enter what you want in
this field"
# children :primary_collection1,
#
:aside_collection1, :aside_collection2

The Usual

model_name "To Do Item"
field_names :name => "Description:",
:duedate => "Due Date:",
:done => "Complete:" ,
:priority => "Priority (1-10):"
field_help :name => "Enter a description of your
To Do Item here.",
:duedate => "Enter the date the To Do
Item is due.”,
:done => "Check this box when the To
Do Item is complete.",
:priority => "Enter the priority from
1 to 10."
end

This changes the labels in the view file, the tab and create
button labels and also associates the field help text with each
field. Now this is starting to look much better.
Naturally we can do much more by invoking the sinister
powers of DRYML, but this is a very convenient shortcut to
quickly decouple your field and model names from what the
users see.

What Else?
This brief tour just scratched the surface of what Hobo can
do. Here’s some more goodies you may wish to know about
Hobo.
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While we didn’t explore it here, Hobo naturally gives you
the ability to apply field validations, editing the navigation
tabs, establishing more complex model relationships as well
as a complete permissions system to manage what users can
do.

The Documentation
One frustration I’ve always had by community developed
frameworks is that the documentation is spotty. Some is good,
some is bad, some impossible to find, some easy to find but
useless, etc. One reason I selected Rails for my web
development projects is the quality and availability of
documentation, podcasts, screencasts, etc.
I must say that Hobo takes this to an extreme and has the
finest documentation I’ve seen in an open source project in
quite a while. The “Rapid Rails with Hobo” tome is 314 pages
long, filled with examples, tutorials, instructions and
interesting philosophical comments from Hobo’s creators. The
first chapter goes into excruciating detail about setting up your
environment on all the major operating systems with several
of the most popular database engines. They even give detailed
instructions on getting everything working for Windows users,
who are often treated as the pariah of the Rails community (go
ahead and try to find a single Rails screencast that was done
on Windows!).
This and a lot of other useful documentation are available
free for download from http://hobocentral.net/. The Hobo
documentation is so complete that it’s easier to get started
with Hobo than to get started with Rails.
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DRYML

Rails 3 Support

The Hobo creators have elected to pollute the water
supply with yet another markup language. No, not “the”
YAML (Yet Another Markup Language), but just their own
markup language used to customize views. DRYML is the
Don’t Repeat Yourself Markup Language. DRYML is a full
blown markup language specifically designed to manage the
tags generated and used by Hobo.

You can tell just by the way Hobo works that it has some
tentacles going deep into Rails internals. As such, it will be a
nontrivial job moving Hobo to Rails 3, but according to
HoboCentral.net blog, the Hobo team is already on it and I’m
looking forward to seeing how it works. Maybe they’ll be
done before Rails 3 ever makes it out of beta!

A full tutorial of DRYML would be at least as long as this
brief introduction (probably longer), so I won’t dive into it
here. Again, since the documentation is so complete a quick
Google of DRYML will produce a copious amount of reading
material.
I’m not completely sold on DRYML yet, but will give it a
fair chance to impress me. Also, stay tuned for release of my
own new markup language, OCNAML (Oh Crap, Not Another
Markup Langauge), to be released later this year.

Last Words
I have to say that I’m very impressed with Hobo. We only
had a look at it’s most basic out-of-the box application in this
example. You can criticize Hobo for imposing it’s look and
feel and conventions on you, but recall we’re exchanging
reach for flexibility. If that’s not what you’re looking for Hobo
isn’t for you. On the other hand, Hobo will let you create a
wide variety of applications extremely fast if you’re willing to
sacrifice some freedom. In many cases this is a good trade.

"Lonely Tree" by Jule_Berlin
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Installing Ruby on Rails on Windows
by Victor Thiago
gem install rails --include-dependecies (Figure 1).

Victor Thiago is a university
student in São Paulo, and working
in multinational companies, both
in programming, as well as in
infrastructure areas. Big fan of Metallica, he has a
big question - "Onde está Antonio Nunes?"

This introductory article presents step by step the
installation of Ruby on Rails on Windows. A following article
will describe the installation of the Oracle 10g database and
discuss the most frequently encountered problems.

Installing Ruby
Download Ruby (version 1.9.2) from http://rubyforge.org/
frs?group_id=167 or http://rubyinstaller.org/, then run the file
rubyinstaller-1.9.2-p0.exe starting the installation, and
wait for it to complete.
The next step is to install Rails and its dependencies.

Installing Rails
Rails and its dependencies must be run from a command
in prompt of Microsoft Windows with Ruby, locate in menu
Start > Programs > Ruby 1.9.2-p0.

Make sure your computer is connected to the Internet and
the user has administrator rights.

If following error is returned: "'gem' is not recognized as
an internal or external command, operable program or batch
file.", it means that probably you are in the wrong directory or
Ruby was not successfully installed.

When questioned about accepting the Rails installation
with its dependencies, confirm with Yes (Y) and press Enter to
continue.
To ensure you are using the latest version of rubygems, use
the command:
ruby gem update --system

After completing this step, run the command:
ruby gem update rails

This update may take several minutes, as the updated
version will be automatically downloaded from Internet.
If you have any problem with this procedure, see the
alternative below, using NetBeans.

"Gem" is the package manager for plugins and engines of
Ruby.
To install Rails and all its dependencies automatically, run
the following command from directory %\Ruby192\Bin\:
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To make sure everything was correctly installed, check the
version of Ruby and Rails installed on your computer with the
following commands:
ruby -v
rails -v

Installing Ruby on Rails on Windows by Victor Thiago

Installing and using NetBeans
To install the NetBeans development environment, first
download the JDK from http://java.sun.com/javase/
downloads/index.jsp.
Run the file, start the installation and wait until it is
successfully finished.
At the end of the JDK installation, you can install
Netbeans. You can download it from http://netbeans.org/
downloads/; select the full version. Then run the setup
application and follow the installation steps. If you experience
any problems with NetBeans installation, probably the JDK
was not installed correctly, simply reinstall it.
Let's create a new Ruby on Rails project and application to
verify the installation.
To create a new application with NetBeans, select menu
File > New Project. A new window will open as below:

Then click Next button, select the option a Configure a
Using IDE Connections. Click Next button again.
If Rails has been installed successfully, select a version to
use in your project (version 2.3.9 is currently the latest
available in the 2.3 branch). If no version of Rails appears, a
message that rails is not installed will be shown. To install,
just click the 'Update Rails' button. In this case, NetBeans will
search for the last version of Rails on Internet and install it.
The new application is ready for development.
To run the project press F6. The compiler will start
WEBrick server and the browser and the following window
will appear:

In “Categories” select Ruby, and in Projects, select “Ruby
on Rails Application”, then click Next (see figure below). In
Project setup, you can:
•
•
•
•

rename the project;
select the server (WEBrick);
directory to save the project;
select the Ruby platform (Ruby 1.9.2-p0).

Note: If you can not see the option Ruby 1.9.2-p0, don`t
worry, just click Manage... > Add Plataform…, point to
directory %\Ruby192\bin and select ruby.exe.

If your browser pops up a window like the image above,
everything is working properly and you have a working Ruby
on Rails application.
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Simple Unobtrusive Ruby/Rails Debugging
by Stephen Rycyk
your current directory, you may edit it to suit a particular
purpose, or to change its output format.
Stephen Rycyk has been working in computing
for a few decades and knows most of the wellknown computer languages, but prefers Ruby by
far.

To bring this utility into action, you can simply require it
with the -r switch, (i.e. -rexaminer) from the command line
when launching a new Ruby program. Everything else remains
intact.

He is based in Liverpool (UK), and is presently
freelancing.

Example

Stephen's biggest Rails project is a free social
betting game, http://runabook.co.uk. He likes to
read, to cycle and to take coastal walks.

Introduction
When your Rails application goes awry, perhaps the
easiest way of tracking down the cause is to add a line to the
source that raises an exception with a message that inspects
the contents of a variable, for example, raise
@user.inspect. You then read the exception details, either in
a browser or in the logs. When you've finished, however, you
have to remove the said line.
In this little piece, I'll present a way of doing the above
without altering any of the application's source code. I'm not
sure if this method is any quicker, but it is about as easy and it
saves you from having to remove the line later on. Plus, it lets
you inspect a number of variables (or expressions) at one time,
resumes execution, and gives you the option to redirect output
to a file.
Alternatively, the utility can dump all variables, or it can
execute a file of arbitrary Ruby code. Both within the scope of
a specified line of a source code file. The utility's only
disadvantage is that it slows up execution by many orders of
magnitude.
It is a stand-alone Ruby module of less than two pages of
code in just one file, examiner.rb http://objectivewebsites.co.uk/ruby/examiner.rb. It has no
dependencies and has no side-effects - unless you introduce
them yourself! It is too simple to package up, and, as a file in
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Let's consider a case where a user logs into a Rails
application. Suppose we want to see three values, first a local
variable called status, second a user's record and third the
associated session store, all within the context of a sessions
controller's source at a line numbered 42. To begin, we could
start the server with:
$ EXAMINE='sessions_controller 42 status
session[:user_id] @user' ruby -rexaminer script/
server

A preliminary message will suddenly appear that shows
details of what the utility will do. Then we log in to the
application (in another window) as a known user. And,
sometime afterwards, another message will appear (on the
server's terminal - among other fluff) that might look
something like this:
SessionsController.create ./app/controllers/
sessions_controller.rb
42: flash[:notice] = status
status = "Login accepted"
session[:user_id] = 17
@user = #<User:0xb709c2b8
@attributes={"name"=>"drop", "id"="17", ...,
"created_at"=>"2010-09-28 13:15:08"}>

The first item gives the current class and method, alongside
the path to the actual source code. The next gives the line
number and the source code at the given point. The remaining
lines are the supplied expressions with the resulting value
rendered through the inspect method.

Usage Guide
The utility can be started, together with a Ruby program,
from the command line with the following:
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$ {environment variable(s)} ruby -rexaminer {ruby
program [args]}

This assumes that you have the file called examiner.rb,
(available below), in a directory in the $LOAD_PATH. The
current directory will do, or if this file is somewhere else
entirely, then use the -I switch on the ruby command to
specify that directory.
The utility accepts just three environment variables,
EXAMINE, EXAMINE_LOG and EXAMINE_ON.

The environment variable EXAMINE (mandatory) contains
space-separated values. The first two values are mandatory,
the rest are optional. These values are:
1. A regular expression that uniquely matches the path
of a Ruby source code file. Putting in the file name
should be sufficient, e.g. user.rb.
2. A line number of executable code within the above
file, not a blank line, nor a comment, nor an end
statement, nor at a class or method definition. Note
that the evaluation takes place before the line is
actually run, and that line numbering starts at one,
not at zero. To list a (source code) file with line
numbers you can use $ cat -n {filename} from
the command line.
3. If this field is left blank (omitted) it will produce a
dump of all local and instance variables. If it has a
single value that points to an existing file it will
execute the Ruby code contained in that file. If this
field doesn't point to a file, then it should contain
one or more variables, (or expressions, e.g.
product.cost*1.175), which are separated by spaces so therefore must not themselves contain spaces. The
important point here is that this code execution is
carried out within the scope of the location stated in
1 & 2.
The environment variable EXAMINE_LOG (optional) is
simply a file name to which output is written, otherwise
output is to the screen that launches the program (STDOUT).
The environment variable EXAMINE_ON (optional) is a flag
which keeps the utility turned on after it has written its output.
It normally switches itself off for efficiency. If not null, the
value of this environment variable is used to delimit the
output. In short, leave it out if in doubt.

Make it Faster
When this utility is invoked with the -rexaminer switch, it
takes effect immediately, and if this is combined with lengthy
processing before the desired line is reached, a protracted

delay will ensue. This can be mitigated by turning it on at a
later stage of the initialisation process.
In Rails, this can be achieved - in two commands - by
converting the utility into a makeshift plugin. First create a
new directory (its name doesn't matter) under vendor/
plugins. Second, copy the file, examiner.rb
(http://objectivewebsites.co.uk/ruby/examiner.rb), into the
new directory with a new file name, init.rb. Then you leave
out the -rexaminer switch on invocation, but you still
include the environment variables. This will make it less slow.
If you do this, you must delete the init.b file once you are
done.
If you use this utility while writing tests you could speed
things up dramatically by adding a line like require 'examiner'
near the top of the test script you're working on. You could
also define the environment variables just before this line, and
then you won't need to add any parameters to the command
that kicks the tests off.

How it Works
This utility borrows from the standard library modules,
Tracer and Profile, (which provide details on the steps of a
program's execution), and it makes use of the
Kernel#set_trace_func method. This method takes a code
block that is executed after every significant event that occurs
while a Ruby program runs. (This is why the utility dawdles).
The code block passes back six values. The first denotes
the event type (see below). The second is the path of the
source file. The third is the line number within the file. The
fourth gives the current method's name. The fifth is the
variable bindings. And the sixth is the current class.
The event type has several values, These are as follows.
The values class & end mark the beginning and end of a
class definition. The values call/c-call & return/creturn mark the beginning and end of a method call,
depending on whether the method is written in Ruby or C.
The value line marks some code execution within a line. The
value raise marks the raising of an exception.

Source Code
Here's main source code file, examiner.rb http://objectivewebsites.co.uk/ruby/examiner.rb, which is all
you need. Also, there is an example file, reflect.rb http://objectivewebsites.co.uk/ruby/reflect.rb, that uses
Ruby's introspective capabilities to show lots of information at
a particular stage of a running program (notably, it gives
details on all of the available methods calls). It causes no
harm and can be used in the way indicated (in section 3)
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above. For example (assuming examiner.rb and reflect.rb
are in your current directory):
$ EXAMINE='sessions_controller 42 reflect.rb' ruby
-rexaminer script/server

Possible Enhancements
To provide more than one breakpoint by using a
configuration file rather than using environment variables. To
specify a breakpoint with a class and method name rather

Resources
http://objectivewebsites.co.uk/ruby/examiner.rb
http://objectivewebsites.co.uk/ruby/reflect.rb
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than a file name filter and a line number. To allow the log file
to be opened with an append rather than a write which
obliterates the previous data. To save time, provide a finer
way of controlling when it is switched on and off. At present it
is switched on as soon as it is required - in the last line of the
examiner.rb file.

A Well Kept Secret, Ruby and Cryptography
by Richard Penwell

Richard Penwell is a full time
developer, contractor and
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Anyone who’s worked with me before knows that I have a
small security ‘thing’. I love cryptography, and I love to try to
engineer the ‘unbreakable fortress’ of a system. Now we all
know such a thing is impossible, but we should all try to do
better at securing a system.

In computer science we have many symmetric algorithms
to choose from. DES, AES, TripleDES, Blowfish and many
others are available for use. Some are better then others, and a
comparison of the different algorithms is beyond the scope of
this article, but its safe to say that the American Encryption
Standard (AES), is sufficiently strong, and interoperable for
most purposes. In addition to algorithm type, many algorithms
also support different key lengths. Larger key lengths provide
better security then shorter ones, and are usually measured in
number of bits. This leads to names like AES-256 (AES, with a
265 bit key).
Once the algorithm and length are determined, you can
then perform encryption and decryption operations. Some
algorithms provide another value known as the IV or
initialization vector. This value is a random block of
information to ensure that even when encrypting the same
message twice the cypher texts are not the same. The IV is
often transmitted with the message, and contains no secure
information.

require 'openssl'
cipher = OpenSSL::Cipher.new('AES256')

Now, I’ve learned a lot about cryptography from my time
at the NASDAQ, and I try to use it heavily wherever
warranted. One of my biggest fears when moving from C# to
Ruby was the apparent lack of good documentation on
cryptography. Most rubyiests never seem to surpass the MD5
password hash part of the endeavor so here I’ll present a
simple beginning to secure Ruby-on-Rails

Symmetric Encryption
Symmetric encryption is called symmetric because the
process of encryption and decryption are inversions of the
same operation. Say for instance, I have a table of each letter
in the alphabet and a corresponding table of random letters.
School children use this method all the time. They use the
table to translate each letter in the message to the
corresponding random letter. Having shared the table before
hand, the person receiving the message would simply look up
the letters in the second column to find their original value.
This is symmetric because the ‘key’ (the table of letters) is
known by both parties and the decrypt operation is simply to
inverse the encrypt operation.

# Set into 'encrypt mode'
cipher.encrypt
key = cipher.random_key
iv = cipher.random_iv
cipher.key = key
cipher.iv = iv
message = 'This is a secure message,
meet at the clock-tower at dawn.'
cyphertext = cipher.update message
cyphertext += cipher.final
# I would then transmit the cypher-text and IV
cipher.reset
cipher.decrypt
cipher.key = key
cipher.iv = iv
plaintext = cipher.update cyphertext
# The plaintext should now be the same
# as the original message
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puts plaintext

Public Key Cryptography
We all know that we’re ‘secure’ when communicating
over SSL, but why? Well, here’s a breakdown of the process
from 1000ft.
1. We connect to the server on port 443 and request a
secure connection
2. The server presents it’s “certificate” saying who it is
and who says that it’s telling the truth
3. We verify that the certificate was indeed ‘signed’ by
a party we trust and that the name matches the URL
we’re accessing
4. We encrypt some information using a “public key”
listed on the certificate, since we verified the
certificate, we’re sure that this value hasn’t been
tampered with
5. The server uses its private key to read our encrypted
data, and a two way session is established
That’s right, we were able to securely communicate with
the server, and all that was required was that we have a 3rd
party who is trusted to facilitate the process. The part of the
process I want to focus on is two fold:

Without detailing the exact nature of the RSA algorithm it
comes down to something a bit like this (I am omitting some
detail about cofactors etc. for simplicity, there are better writeups of the full algorithm anyway):
1. I create a private key of two large primes, called p
and q, I save these values securely and tell no one
what they are
2. I multiply the primes together to create a huge value
N, this is my public key. I publish this and tell as
many people as possible.
3. Once these two values are created, I am able to take
a value M and perform the signing operation with p
and q, this produces a signature value S.
4. I publish M and S on the internet
5. Someone who wishes to verify that it was indeed me
who published M and can be sure they have the
correct value for N can perform a verify operation
given M, S, and N to tell them whether the values are
authentic.
Now, how did this work with SSL? Well, the certificate is a
few things, namely the domain name of the site, a public key
for encryption, a declaration of encryption cyphers used etc.
All of that information is then signed by a trusted third party,
who’s value is included in the web browser or operating
system. These values are from companies such as Verisign and
GoDaddy, provide the trusted third party in the mix.
So now I hope you have a basic idea of the concept…
here’s what it looks like in code.

• Our verification of the certificate
• Transmission of data securely to the server

Digital signatures
Digital signatures are interesting mathematical problems.
They operate in a similar manner to a real signature, in that
only one person can create one, but anyone can ensure that
the signature is authentic. So what’s that have to do with
math? Well there are a few mathematical problems that are
easy to do, but hard, or impossible to undo. Modulus is an
example of an undoable operation, take for instance that I
calculate 12 MOD 5 = 2. This was simple to perform, but
it’s impossible to figure out what the input was given x MOD
5 = 2, primarily because there are multiple solutions. I could
have simply calculated 2 MOD 5 = 2. Public key
cryptography works somewhat in the same way. The most
common used cypher on SSL is called RSA after the creators.
It’s interesting mathematical property is that if you find two
extremely large prime numbers (a few hundred digits in
length) and multiply them together, it is difficult to figure out
what the prime factors of the resulting number were.
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require 'openssl'
require 'base64'
# 4096 is a somewhat arbitrary value defining
# the size of the key. Larger values are
# more secure, but take more time to use
private_key = OpenSSL::PKey::RSA.new(4096)
public_key = private_key.public_key
# Here we print some values for reference
puts "Private Key: " +
Base64.encode64(private_key.to_der)
puts "Public Key: " +
Base64.encode64(public_key.to_der)
my_stuff = 'This is Richard Penwell speaking'
signature = private_key.private_encrypt my_stuff
if my_stuff ==
public_key.public_decrypt(signature)
puts "Signature verified"
else
puts "Signature failes"
end
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Asymmetric encryption
Asymmetric encryption uses similar mathematics to digital
signatures, but for a different purpose. In public key
cryptography, we are able to publish a public key, for which
only the private key can decrypt data. Using the archetypal
Alice, Bob, and Eve, the story proceeds as follows:
1. Alice and Bob meet for coffee at the local Starbucks.
They have a wonderful conversation and decide that
should they want to discuss anything further they
should get in touch. Both of them have calculated a
private and a public key. They write down their
public key and give it to the other and bid each other
farewell.
2. Alice gets home and realizes she never gave Bob that
last critical piece of information, so she pulls Bob’s
key out of her pocket, and encrypts a message to that
public key
3. What’s interesting at this point is that not even Alice,
with knowledge of the public key, cyphertext, and
plaintext, can she derive the original plaintext, nor
Bob’s private key.
4. For good measure, she uses her private key to “sign”
the encrypted message as well.
5. She takes the encrypted message, and signature and
sends them to Bob.
6. Bob receives the message, and is able to use his
private key to decrypt the message. In addition, he
uses Alice’s public key to verify that it was indeed
from Alice.
7. Eve, who is assumed to be able to obtain and modify
the message en route would be limited to only
knowing the source, destination, possibly the size,
and time the message was sent. She may be able to
stop the message from going through, but was
prevented from reading, or modifying the message.
Here’s a modified version of the above to accomplish this:

require 'openssl'
require 'base64'
# 4096 is a somewhat arbitrary value defining
# the size of the key. Larger values are
# more secure, but take more time to use
# This generates Bob's key
private_key = OpenSSL::PKey::RSA.new(4096)
public_key = private_key.public_key
# Here we print some values for reference
puts "Private Key: " +
Base64.encode64(private_key.to_der)
puts "Public Key: " +
Base64.encode64(public_key.to_der)
# These lines are executed
# in the context of Alice
my_stuff = 'This is top secret'
cyphertext = public_key.public_encrypt my_stuff
# The below is executed in the context of Bob
plaintext =
private_key.private_decrypt cyphertext
assert my_stuff == plaintext

Cryptographic Performance
Public key cryptography is typically an expensive
operation. Generating a new RSA key with a length of 4096
takes 11 seconds on my one year old MacBook pro. In order
to improve performance of public key encryption over large
messages, we typically combine the symmetric and
asymmetric methods. This is done by creating a symmetric
cypher with a random key, encrypting the data, and finally
encrypting the random key using asymmetric methods.
This allows us to benefit from PKI while keeping stronger
performance, especially over large data sets such as Video
files and the like.
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Call for Papers

Top 10 Reasons to Publish in Rails Magazine
1. Gain recognition – differentiate and establish
yourself as a Rails expert and published author.
2. Showcase your skills. Find new clients. Drive
traffic to your blog or business.
3. Gain karma points for sharing your knowledge with the Ruby on Rails community.
4. Get your message out. Find contributors for
your projects.
5. Get the Rails Magazine Author badge on your
site.
6. You recognize a good opportunity when you
see it. Joining a magazine's editorial staff is
easier in the early stages of the publication.
7. Reach a large pool of influencers and Rails-savvy developers
(for recruiting, educating, product promotion etc).
8. See your work beautifully laid out in a professional magazine.
9. You like the idea of a free Rails magazine and would like us
to succeed.
10. Have fun and amaze your friends by living a secret life as a
magazine columnist :-)

Sponsor and Advertise

Connect with your audience and promote your brand.
Rails Magazine advertising serves a higher purpose
beyond just raising revenue. We want to help Ruby on Rails
related businesses succeed by connecting them with customers.
We also want members of the Rails community to be
informed of relevant services.

Visit Us

http://RailsMagazine.com
Subscribe to get Rails Magazine delivered to your mailbox
• Free
• Immediate delivery
• Environment-friendly

Take our Survey
Shape Rails Magazine

Please take a moment to complete our survey:
http://survey.railsmagazine.com/
The survey is anonymous, takes about 5 minutes to complete and your participation will help the magazine in the
long run and influence its direction.
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Call for Artists
Get Noticed

Are you a designer, illustrator or photographer?
Do you have an artist friend or colleague?
Would you like to see your art featured in Rails
Magazine?
Just send us a note with a link to your proposed portfolio. Between 10 and 20 images will be
needed to illustrate a full issue.

Join Us on Facebook

http://www.facebook.com/pages/Rails-Magazine/23044874683

Follow Rails Magazine on Facebook and gain access to
exclusive content or magazine related news. From exclusive
videos to sneak previews of upcoming articles!
Help spread the word about Rails Magazine!

Contact Us
Get Involved

Contact form: http://railsmagazine.com/contact
Email: editor@railsmagazine.com

Twitter: http://twitter.com/railsmagazine
Spread the word: http://railsmagazine.com/share

